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Michael Eavis
Team work and
attention to detail are
key to the success of this
year’s NMR/RABDF Gold
Cup winning herd, which
is now set to gradually
increase cow numbers.
Herd size:
Average yield:
Average LDY:
MOC

R E P O RT

Glastonbury

385
11,589kg
15.39kg
£2,619 per cow

Winning team (from left to right): John and Pam Taylor
and Michael Eavis

Gold Cup winning cows take a well-earned bow

cows are now the headliners at Worthy Farm, home to the

again next year that we might, then, be in
with a chance of making it into the final
line up. So it was a big enough thrill to
make it to the final this year – that was
an achievement in itself,” says John. “To
actually win, well, it surpassed all our
expectations.”
Michael Eavis is also thrilled, to say the
least: “This means more than anything
else I’ve ever achieved – it really does,” he
says. “I’m the fifth generation to farm
here and no one has ever done anything
like this with the herd before. Nothing
else I’ve done comes close.”

Glastonbury Festival, putting even the most star-studded line up

Best managers

Glastonbury herd
takes centre stage
Moo-ve over Metallica! The NMR/RABDF Gold Cup winning

in the shade. We spoke to the herd manager to find out more.
text Rachael Porter & Karen Wright

H

erd manager John Taylor was still
in shock when CowManagement
caught up with him, more than two
weeks after the announcement that he,
wife Pam and Michael Eavis had won the
2014 NMR/RABDF Gold Cup. “It’s sinking
in, slowly. But it still seems unreal,”
he says.

“We never, in our wildest dreams,
thought we’d achieve something like
this.”
This was the first year that the Somersetbased herd has qualified to enter the
prestigious competition and Michael,
John and Pam decided to enter ‘for the
experience’. “We thought if we qualified

Collecting yard: so clean ‘you could eat your breakfast off it’
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Parlour investment: the 25:50 swing
over will be replaced in the future
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He’s in no doubt that the herd’s success is
largely down to two people – John and
Pam. “There’s no one else like them in
the UK – they’re the best herd managers
in the country. There are plenty of people
like me, but not so many people as
passionate and dedicated to dairying as
they are.”
It’s not a straight forward herd to run,
not least because the Glastonbury Festival
literally ‘takes over’ the unit in June each
year. “That certainly comes with its
challenges, but attention to detail means
that the unit has gone from strength to
strength,” explains John.
Michael is convinced that ‘attention to
detail’ is what helped them to clinch the
title. “The judges were impressed with
our silage clamp, for example. It’s
exceptionally tidy. The face is always
clean cut and the clamp is well covered
with green secure covers – I’ve an
aversion to using tyres on silage covers.”
The collecting yard floor also wowed the
judges: “We make sure it’s so clean that
you could eat your breakfast off it.
And it’s cleaned to that standard after
every milking, which shows our total
commitment to doing things properly –
and not just when we have visitors,” he
says, adding that all these seemingly
small things really do make a significant
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Clean clamp: Michael says that the visiting judges commented on the exceptionally neat
and tidy silage face and floor

Good milkers: the 385-strong herd is high yielding so now John’s focus is to breed
‘trouble-free’ cows that last for as many lactations as possible

Cow comfort: cubicles are well bedded and kept
extremely clean

contribution to the herd’s overall health,
fertility and productivity.
During the past few years John and Pam,
in conjunction with Michael, have made
considerable changes at Worthy Farm,
with dramatic results.
“We used to operate as a flying herd, but
it just created too many problems with
disease and cows not settling in,” explains
John. “So about eight years ago we started
keeping our own replacements and using
a contract rearer, and now we’ve brought
it all in-hand.”
All calves are fed colostrum within the
first five or six hours of birth, and this
continues for the next four or five days.
Bull and beef calves are sold to local
rearers, with heifer calves weaned at
eight to 10 weeks old. “We like them to
be big and strong, particularly when they
were going to a contract rearer,” says
John.
Heifers are fed grass silage and 2kg of
concentrates, and he plans to redesign
some of the sheds to allow access for the
feeder wagon. He inseminates heifers to
calve at a target of two years old, using
sexed semen for two cycles before
sweeping up with an Angus bull.

Genomic sires
“We are looking to use bulls high in
productive life,” he says. “The Alta
Advantage breeding programme and all
the sires we use are now genomic sires.”
They dabbled in genomics at first: “But
we have been so impressed with the
daughters that we now have milking in
the herd that we took the plunge and
now only use proven easy-calving sires on
heifers.”
John selects predominantly for health
traits because the cows already have
‘plenty of milk’ – he just wants them to
be easier to manage. “We’re moving away
from breeding huge cows. We want to
milk trouble-free cows for as many
lactations as possible.”
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Thirsty work: the unit’s own well provides spring water, which helps to keep the water bills low

During the past three years, John has
culled quite hard, reducing the average
age of cull cows from 8.3 years to 6.2
years. “We have a much younger herd
now, but still have five 100-tonne cows
and 101 cows that have had four or more
calves.”
Milk yields currently average 11,589
litres sold, with a margin over
concentrates of £2,619 per cow. The herd
is milked twice at day – at 3am and 3pm
“We like a 12-hour gap between milkings.
We also try to keep our system simple
with as few diet changes as possible,” says
John.
Milking cows are fed a TMR all year
round, providing maintenance plus 32
litres. They’re also fed up to 6kg of
concentrates in the parlour, with dry
cows getting 6kg of straw and all the
same ingredients of the milking TMR, but
at lower rates, to keep intakes up. “We
have been doing this for about 15 months
and this has reduced problems at calving
dramatically,” adds John.

dominates the whole farm in June each
year, maize is grown on contract on a
neighbouring farm, and the cows are
housed for most of the year, in a cubicle
house on mats bedded with sawdust.
“But Michael likes to turn them to graze
once the festival is over, with only a few
old girls and fresh calvers staying in,”
says John.
Energy efficiency is also important to the
business, with a large roof-mounted solar
array reducing electricity costs and the
unit’s own well providing spring water
that keeps water bills low.
Looking forward, John says that they
would like to move to three-times-a-day

milking. “But our current 25:50 swing
over would struggle to cope. So we’re
probably looking at installing a new
parlour first – possibly a robotic set up.”
He adds that they also want to expand
cow numbers from 385 to 500 in the next
few years, using home-bred heifers.
“We’ve got plenty of room to do this and
numbers will creep up slowly.”
As for John, he laughs that he’s in a bit of
a quandary now. “My seven grandchildren
are always teasing me and asking when
I’m going to slow down a bit and retire.
I used to reply: ‘when I win the Gold
Cup’. I’ve really gone and put my foot in
it now!” l

More maize
But the biggest change has been growing
more maize. “We used to feed apple
pomace because it was free from the local
cider makers – but it’s very acidic. Since
we’ve swapped it for maize it’s
transformed the health of the cows.”
Because the world-renown music festival
Next generation: the herd is now closed
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